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Abstra t

We present a new denotational model for the untyped - al ulus, using the te hniques of game semanti s. The strategies used are inno ent in the sense of Hyland
and Ong [9℄ and Ni kau [17℄, but the traditional distin tion between \question"
and \answer" moves is removed. We rst onstru t models and REC as global
se tions of a re exive obje t in the ategories A and A REC of arenas and innoent and re ursive inno ent strategies respe tively. We show that these are sensible
 -algebras but are neither extensional nor universal.
We then introdu e a new representation of inno ent strategies in an e onomi al
form. We show a strong onnexion between the e onomi al form of the denotation
of a term in the game models and a variable-free form of the Nakajima tree of the
term. Using this we show that the de nable elements of REC are pre isely what we
all e e tively almost-everywhere opy at (EAC) strategies. The ategory A EAC with
these strategies as morphisms gives rise to a -model EAC whi h we show has the
same expressive power as D1 , i.e. the equational theory of EAC is the maximal
onsistent sensible theory  . We show that the model EAC is sensible, orderextensional and universal (i.e. every strategy is the denotation of some -term). To
our knowledge this is the rst syntax-free model of the untyped - al ulus with the
universality property.
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1 Introdu tion
1.1 Overview

In this paper we present a new denotational model for untyped - al ulus,
using the te hniques of game semanti s. A game model of the lazy - al ulus
was given by Abramsky and M Cusker in [2℄ using the history-free strategies
of [1℄. The parti ular variety of game used here is a fairly simple modi ation
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of that in [9℄ for a fully abstra t model of PCF { the distin tions of \question"
and \answer" are not needed.
In Se tion 2 we present some standard de nitions, rephrased to take this
into a ount. To begin with, we de ne an arena, whi h details what moves
may be made in the game, and the notion of well-formed sequen e, whi h (by
restri ting the possible tra es of moves) sets out some ground rules. The games
are played between two imaginary people alled Opponent and Proponent who
must alternate moves, and ea h move must be justi ed by some pre eding
move. These ideas are familiar from the games literature, and the onstru tions
of fun tion and produ t arenas are standard.
During a game there is a notion of the view of the play up to that point, a
subsequen e of the moves played so far. This is the \ omputationally relevant"
part, and we enfor e a further rule on the game by the de nition of legal
position, whi h says that moves may be justi ed only by relevant pre eding
moves.
We assume that the players are operating a ording to some strategy, whi h we
present initially as all possible tra es of moves whi h that player will engage
in. The de nition of strategies allows only for deterministi play. A ondition
on strategies alled inno en e means that a player may not take into a ount
any irrelevant pre eding moves. Furthermore, strategies may be \ omposed",
if they are strategies for arenas of appropriate type. All of these de nitions
are standard.
Another familiar idea is that of an inno ent fun tion, whi h is the presentation
used in [17℄. Instead of onsidering a strategy to be the set of all possible
sequen es of moves, we de ne a fun tion telling a player how to rea t in every
possible situation. Inno ent strategies work parti ularly simply in this form
be ause we de ne the fun tion to map from views to (justi ed) moves and no
more onditions are required, and we show how one may transfer simply from
inno ent fun tions to strategies and vi e versa.
In the same fashion as other games literature, we take arenas as obje ts and
inno ent strategies on fun tion spa e arenas as morphisms to make a ategory
{ we all it A . As one would hope, this is a artesian losed ategory.
In Se tion 3 we dis over the rst model for untyped - al ulus, be ause there is
an obje t U { in some sense the maximal ountable arena { with the property
that U = U ) U (true equality, not just isomorphism). As is well known,
su h an obje t will give rise to a  -algebra, whi h in this ase we all D (or,
if we restri t our attention to re ursive strategies, DREC ). The elements of D
are the inno ent strategies on U , and omposition of the elements is de ned in
terms of omposition of strategies. We formulate a method of approximation:
the approximants to a strategy are those whi h only play within a spe i ed
3

nite part of the arena U . We show that this satis es what Barendregt terms
the \basi equations" for approximants, whi h lead in a totally standard way
to the fa t that the model is sensible, i.e. that all unsolvable terms have the
same denotation.
However the model has some undesirable properties too. There are many undenable elements (in parti ular, all the nontrivial nite approximants to terms
are unde nable) and the model is not extensional (that is, there are distin t
elements of D whi h have the same appli ative behaviour). The unde nable
elements are really to blame for the la k of extensionality (and a related property, not having enough points).
In order to improve the model we seek in Se tion 4 a way to hara terise
the de nable elements. To do this we look at both strategies and terms in a
di erent light. Strategies ould be written in e onomi al form, an en oding
of the inno ent fun tion whi h deletes all redundant information. Terms are
onsidered as Nakajima trees { this is the intuitive extension of a Bohm tree
to an in nite  -expansion. We an en ode Nakajima trees in a variable-free
form, a somewhat te hni al de nition but in essen e just a way to write down
an in nite tree (where ea h label is an in nite list of abstra tions and a single head variable) as a fun tion from sequen e of natural numbers to pairs of
integers. The major result of this se tion is what we all the Exa t Corresponden e Theorem: the denotation of a losed term, in e onomi al form, oin ides
pre isely with the labelling fun tion for the variable-free form of its Nakajima
tree.
In Se tion 5 we make use of this, using lassi al results whi h hara terise
those Bohm-like trees that are Bohm trees of terms, transforming these into
Nakajima trees and then into the language of e onomi al forms of inno ent
strategies. The result is a new lass of inno ent strategies, e e tively almosteverywhere opy at (EAC) strategies, whi h (almost by onstru tion) are preisely the elements of D whi h are de nable. Sin e identity and proje tion
strategies are easily seen to be EAC, it remains to show that arenas and EAC
strategies, as a sub ategory of A , still form a CCC whi h we all A EAC . This
ategory still has the re exive obje t U so we an identify a new -algebra
DEAC, whi h is both sensible and universal (every strategy is the denotation of
a term). Consideration of the lo al stru ture shows that all three games models, namely D, DREC and DEAC , equate terms pre isely when they are equated
by S ott's D1 model. Thus the theory generated by denotational equality
is H , the maximal onsistent sensible -theory. (A very similar result has
also been obtained by Di Gianantonio, Fran o and Honsell re ently [7℄. Using
history-free strategies, in the sense of Abramsky, Jagadeesan and Mala aria,
they have onstru ted games models of the untyped - al ulus whi h all indu e
the same theory H .) In ontrast to D and DREC , DEAC is order-extensional
(from whi h weak extensionality follows easily, and so it is a -model) and
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universal. To our knowledge, other than term models, the universality result
is the rst of its kind.
Finally, in Se tion 6 we outline some further work whi h allows the model to
be re ned, so that  - onversion is not validated. Details of the onstru tion,
whi h yield a universal model whose equational theory is pre isely that of
Bohm-tree equality, will be presented in a sequel.
1.2 Prerequisites

We assume familiarity with the untyped - al ulus for whi h the standard
referen e is [3℄. Parti ularly vital topi s in lude the notions of solvability and
head normal forms, Bohm trees, standard theories and models.
Basi ategory theory, up to CCCs and adjun tions, is also assumed { see for
example [14℄. Some referen es are made to omputability. A knowledge of the
standard literature on Hyland/Ong/Ni kau games ([9,17,15℄) would motivate
many of the de nitions, but is not required.
1.3 Notation

We des ribe some onventions:












The set f1; 2; 3; : : :g is written N , and N 0 is N [ f0g.
The set of all nite sequen es of elements from  is written  . Sequen es
are written hs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sni.
The empty sequen e is denoted by ".
Sequen es are usually written ~s to distinguish sequen es from elements.
Sometimes we do not follow this onvention.
Con atenation of sequen es is denoted ~s  ~t. This notation is also overloaded
so that, for example, m  ~s means hmi  ~s.
The length of the sequen e ~s is written j~sj.
The usual order on sequen es will be pre x. The subsequen e pre-order is
written .
We will use f ; g for omposition in ategories. The terminal obje t will be
denoted 1.
A -labelled tree is a (possibly in nitary) tree with nodes labelled with
elements from .
A partially -labelled tree is a tree with nodes labelled with elements from
 [ f?g, su h that any node labelled ? has no des endants. A node labelled
? is onsidered to be part of the tree, but is without a label.
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A Bohm-like tree is, informally, a partially-labelled tree with labels of the
form x1 : : : xn :y . A formal de nition an be found in [3, 10.1.12℄

2 Game Arenas and Inno ent Strategies
We build on the dialogue games of Hyland and Ong [9℄ and Hanno Ni kau
[17℄ ( hristened H2 O games by Girard, for Hyland, Hanno and Ong) using a
variant in whi h there is no sense of question or answer. We present the details
from s rat h, and, although useful, no prior knowledge of the above referen es
is required.
To begin with we des ribe what we mean by a \game", de ning the notion
of arena, whi h details the moves of the game, and legal position, whi h sets
out some rules for the game. We introdu e the notion of a strategy for the two
parti ipants of the game, and the property of strategies alled inno en e, and
thus de ne the ategories A (and A REC ) of arenas and (re ursive) inno ent
strategies, and show that they are artesian losed. Both ontain the same
re exive obje t (for whi h the retra tion morphisms are an isomorphism),
leading to  -algebras D and DREC . Some analysis of the models shows that
they are both sensible.
2.1 Arenas, Views and Legal Positions

The abstra t idea of a \game" is based on an arbitrary set of moves. The
game is \played" between two players alled Proponent and Opponent, and
the mathemati al obje ts we study are the possible sequen es of moves. The
moves ome in a stru ture alled an arena, whi h spe i es that ertain moves
may not be played until ertain others have been (that is, may not appear in
a sequen e of moves unless ertain others appear earlier in the sequen e). The
arena also spe i es that ea h move may be made only by either Proponent or
Opponent, and another rule imposed on the sequen es of moves is that the
two players must alternate, with Opponent playing rst.
This idea is as standard in [9,17,15℄, ex ept that in these referen es ea h
move is labelled as a question or an answer, and there are additional rules
ontrolling the interplay of questions and answers. We think of our moves
as \de larations", or answerless questions, and indeed the de nitions given
here do orrespond with the standard ones, with all moves onsidered to be
questions. They are sometimes presented in a slightly di erent manner for
larity or be ause simpli ations an be made.
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De nition 1 An arena is a nite tuple of nonempty trees of moves. The root
of ea h tree is alled an initial move.
We emphasise that the moves are just an arbitrary set, whi h are given some
extra stru ture to be ome an arena. Regardless of what the moves are, we will
label them in a uniform way below, in a way whi h re e ts their arrangement
in the arena, and never refer to them ex ept by label.

Remark 2 Our trees will be onsidered (and illustrated) \upside-down" with
the root at the top, rather more like family trees than the botani al kind.
Following this analogy, we an refer to a hild of a node, and say that one
node inherits from another, with the obvious meanings. Moreover, we assume
that the hildren of a node ome with an ordering and that this distinguishes
them, thus we an unambiguously talk about \the se ond hild of the root
node". This means that we do not onsider the trees
t
A
t At

and

t

t
A
t At
t

to be the same, sin e in the rst only the rst hild of the root has a hild,
and in the se ond only the se ond hild of the root has a hild.
The standard de nition of [9℄ is in terms of a forest (partial order with ea h
upper set a nite hain) and it is lear that our tree stru ture, ordered by
inheritan e and with the forests put together, determines su h an order. However we wish to make sure that the trees making up the forest ome in a
spe i ed order. Further we will only require nitely many trees in ea h forest
(whi h allows for a simple onstru tion of produ ts later on).
We will only be interested in ountably bran hing, ountably deep trees. Thus
we an en ode ea h tree of the arena as a subset of N  by indu tively labelling
the root as " and the nth hild of the move ~s as ~s  n. Hen e ea h move of ea h
tree is asso iated uniquely with a sequen e of natural numbers. Conversely,
given any subset A  N  whi h is pre x- losed and has the property that
whenever ~s  n 2 A we have ~s  m 2 A for ea h m  n, we an form an arena of
one tree where the moves are the elements of A, with tree stru ture given by
pre x. If we represent trees by subsets of N  , we say that we are representing
arenas in sequen e-subset form. In this work, we will inter hangeably
talk about arenas in either forest-of-trees or sequen e-subset form.
Ea h arena is of the form hA1 ; : : : ; An i, where ea h Ai  N  . We say that
an arena is single-tree if n = 1. Most of our intuition is based on single-tree
arenas, and many de nitions are given only for this type of arena with the
generalisation to multiple-tree arenas left to the reader.
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Example 3 There are three important arenas whi h will be referred to in
this work:
(1) E is the arena onsisting of no trees at all; in sequen e-subset form it is
represented by hi.
(2) M is the \minimal" single-tree arena, onsisting of one tree of one node;
in sequen e-subset form it is represented by hf"gi.
(3) U is the \maximal" single-tree arena, onsisting of one tree whi h is
ountably bran hing with every path ountably deep; in sequen e-subset
form it is represented by hN  i.
We say that moves at an even depth of the trees (in luding the roots whi h
are at depth 0) are O-moves, the moves made by the Opponent, and moves at
an odd depth are P-moves, made by Proponent. O-moves are often denoted
by  and P-moves by Æ. The polarity of a move refers to whether it is a P- or
O-move, and we may talk about swapping the polarity of a set of moves.
We list some properties of, and a relation between, arenas for later use.

De nition 4 (1) A sub-arena of an arena A = hA1 ; : : : ; An i is an arena
B = hB1 ; : : : ; Bn i (whi h therefore has the same number of trees as A)
with ea h Bi  Ai .
(2) An arena is nitely bran hing if every tree in it is nitely bran hing.
(3) An arena is re ursive if, as a subset of N  , ea h tree in it is a re ursive
set (i.e. membership is de idable).
(4) An arena is re ursively enumerable (or just r.e.) if, as a subset of N  , ea h
tree in it is re ursively enumerable (i.e. membership is semi-de idable).
Arenas an be formed from other arenas by two major onstru tions.

De nition 5 Suppose that A = hA1 ; : : : ; Am i and B = hB1 ; : : : ; Bn i are
arenas.
(1) The produ t arena A  B is the \disjoint union" of the trees of A and B ,
the on atenation of their tuples. Formally A  B = hA1 ; : : : ; Am ; B1 ; : : : ;
Bn i.
(2) The fun tion spa e arena A ) B is onstru ted as follows: the initial
moves of A ) B are those of B ; to ea h tree below ea h su h initial
move, we graft onto it a opy of A. More pre isely, A ) B = hC1 ; : : : ; Cni
where

Ci = f"g

[ fa  ~s j 1  a  m ^ ~s 2 Aa g
[ f(a + m)  ~s j a  ~s 2 Big:

We illustrate the onstru tion of a fun tion spa e arena, when the arenas in
question are not single-tree. Suppose that A = hA1 ; A2 ; A3 i and B = hB1 ; B2 i.
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Then A ) B ould be pi tured as:

A1

A2

A3

B1

A1

A2

A3

B2

This pi ture shows how the arena A is dupli ated in A ) B , when B is not
single-tree. It also illustrates how we will draw arbitrary arenas | the triangle
with a single symbol Æ or  at the top indi ates some tree with the root a Por O-move respe tively.
We note that any arena an be de omposed as the produ t of nitely many
single-tree arenas. Moves of produ t and fun tion arenas may be referred to as,
for example, A-moves and B -moves, depending on whi h part of the omposite
arena they lie in. Noti e that the polarity of A-moves has been swapped in
A ) B.
We have already seen that the way the moves are arranged in the trees of the
arena determines whether ea h is played by Proponent or Opponent. The tree
stru ture of the arena also determines whi h moves are prerequisite for ea h
move | the idea is that a move may not be played until after its immediate
an estor in the arena has been played, and we might all a move's immediate
an estor its \enabling move". It is possible that there might be more than one
instan e of a move's enabling move, and for reasons whi h will be illustrated
later it is important to identify one of them as the enabling move whi h was
\used". For this we need the following de nition.

De nition 6 A justi ed sequen e of an arena A is a sequen e of moves of
whi h ea h element ex ept the rst is equipped with a pointer to some previous
move. We all the pointer a justi ation pointer and if the move m is pointed
to by m we say that m justi es m.
We say that a move m in a justi ed sequen e hereditarily justi es m if one
an rea h m from m by repeatedly following justi ation pointers.

Remark 7 For the de nition it suÆ es to say that the justi ation pointers
exist. To give this a proper mathemati al meaning we an en ode a justi ed
sequen e as a sequen es of pairs, the sequen e of rst omponents being the
moves and the se ond omponents being natural numbers, su h that if m is
justi ed by m in a sequen e ~s  m  ~t  m  ~u then the number paired with
the move m is j~tj=2. Note that sin e ea h move is justi ed by a move made
by the opposite player, and players alternate, the sequen e ~t is for ed to be
of even length. By onvention the initial move is paired with the number
zero. (Here the sequen es ~s and ~t are sequen es of moves, ea h move of whi h
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are, sometimes onfusingly, represented by sequen es of natural numbers.)
There are other possible en odings of justi ation pointers, but this parti ular
en oding mat hes that used in the de nition of e onomi al form in Se tion 4.1.
To avoid tedious detail, in pra ti e we ignore this en oding, and typeset justied sequen es pi torially with lines linking ea h move to the one move whi h
justi es it. An example of how this looks an be found in the next se tion.
When we de ne fun tions on well-formed sequen es whi h involve manipulation of pointers we will not bother to explain the details of how the en odings
are manipulated as a result, whi h in any ase ought to be obvious.
We may now impose restri tions on the possible sequen es of moves made in
the game, as we indi ated above.

De nition 8 A well-formed sequen e over A is a justi ed sequen e ~s whi h
has the following properties:
Initial Move: The rst element of ~s is an initial move of A, an O-move.
Alternation: Thereafter elements of ~s alternate between P-moves and Omoves.
Justi ation: If m is justi ed by m then the move m is dire tly beneath
m in the tree of the arena.
Note that the last of these for es ea h move (ex ept the rst) to be justi ed by
a move of the opposite polarity. The de nitions for dialogue games involve an
additional ondition alled well-bra keting. This is redundant for de larationonly arenas. Note that, as a onsequen e of the de nition of justi ed sequen e
and the ondition of justi ation, the rst move may not be repeated in a
well-formed sequen e.
Well-formed sequen es will be the permissible sequen es of moves in the games
played on the arena. One ould think of these onditions as imposing some
basi ground rules.

Remark 9 Sin e Opponent an play any of the initial moves of A, and all
subsequent moves are justi ed (and hen e annot be roots of trees of A),
Opponent has hosen whi h of the trees of A the rest of the sequen e is to be
played in. An idea presented in [17℄ is to label the roots of the tree Ai in A
as "i, and then for any well-formed sequen e we an see whi h tree it omes
from by examining the subs ript of the rst move. In pra ti e we almost
always examine single-tree arenas (de omposing multiple-tree arenas in the
produ t of single-tree arenas if ne essary) and so we shall not need to use this
onvention.
Sin e initial moves annot be justi ed by any move, and only the rst move
of a justi ed sequen e is not justi ed, it is possible to repeat the initial moves
10

of A in the arena A ) B but not in the arena A. This is a sort of \hidden !"
of Linear Logi , whi h is made expli it in M Cusker's presentation [15℄. Our
presentation is simpler but this also means that we must be aware of the
possibility of moves be oming repeatable in fun tion spa es.
In a well-formed sequen e, some moves are onsidered \not relevant" to the
player making the next move. We suppose that ea h time a player makes a
move m he is really only interested in the next move (made by his opponent)
whi h is justi ed by m. On e su h a move is made, he is supposed to ignore
any intervening moves. This will be made pre ise in the de nition of inno en e
in the next se tion, but what follows is the de nition of the relevant moves of
a sequen e.

De nition 10 The P-view of a justi ed sequen e ~s, written p~sq, is given reursively by:
p"q

="
p~
s  mq = p~sq  m
p~
s  m  ~t  mq = p~sq  m

for initial moves "
for m a P-move
for m an O-move justi ed by m

m

The O-view, x~sy, is given analogously by:
x"y

="
s  my = x~sy  m
x~
s  m  ~t  my = x~sy  m
x~

for initial moves "
for m an O-move
for m a P-move justi ed by m

m

It may be the ase that for a P-move m justi ed by an O-move m in some
justi ed sequen e ~s, the move m is deleted in p~sq (similarly if m is an O-move
then its justifying move might be deleted in the O-view.) Thus the O/P-view
of a justi ed sequen e may not itself be a justi ed sequen e. This motivates
the following:

De nition 11 A legal position of an arena A is a justi ed sequen e ~s satisfying the following visibility ondition:
For ea h non-initial O-move m justi ed by m , say ~s = t~1  m  t~2  m  t~3 , we
have that m 2 xt~1  m  t~2  my. Similarly all P-moves are justi ed by O-moves
appearing in the P-view up to that point.
This gives the required property:

Lemma 12 If ~s is a legal position then so are p~sq and x~sy.
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PROOF. Essentially a straightforward indu tion. See [9, 4.2.5℄ or [15℄. 2
By a P-view of an arena A we mean a justi ed sequen e whi h is the P-view
of some legal position of A.
There are other important properties of views, legal positions and fun tion
spa e arenas. Only the statements of the major results are given here, and
proofs (in our setting when there is no sense of question or answer) arry over
from those of the similar results des ribed in [9, x4.4℄ or [15℄.

Lemma 13 (View Chara terisation) A justi ed sequen e of an arena A
is the P-view of some legal position if and only if it is well-formed and every
non-initial O-move is justi ed by the immediately pre eding P-move. The same
statement is true with all polarities swapped.
Lemma 14 (View Idempoten y) If ~s is a legal position then xx~syy = x~sy
and pp~sqq = p~sq.
De nition 15 If ~s is a legal position of a fun tion spa e arena A ) B , with
a an initial move of A o urring in ~s, we de ne the following:
The B- omponent of ~s, written ~s  B , is the proje tion of ~s onto B i.e. the
subsequen e formed by taking only the moves in B , together with their justiation pointers.
The (A,a)- omponent of ~s, written ~s  (A; a), is the proje tion of ~s onto the
moves of A whi h are hereditarily justi ed by a, together with justi ation
pointers.
In order to make the latter into a well-formed sequen e we write ~s  (A; a)+
for b  (~s  (A; a)) where b is the initial B -move justifying a.
Note that we have to identify A- omponents by their initial move, due to the
\hidden !".

Lemma 16 (Proje tion Convention) (1) ~s  B is a legal position in B .
(2) ~s  (A; a) is a legal position in A.
2.2 Strategies and Composition

Informally, a strategy is information whi h tells one of the players whi h move
to make next, or not to make a next move, in any given situation. We de ne
a strategy as the set of all possible sequen es of moves whi h the player is
12

prepared to see played.

De nition 17 A P-strategy  for a single-tree arena A onsists of a nonempty
pre x- losed subset of legal positions of A subje t to:
Determina y: If ~s  m 2  ^~s  m0 2  for P-moves m and m0 then ~s  m = ~s  m0 ,
i.e. these moves and their justi ation pointers are the same.
Contingent Completeness: If ~s  m 2  for a P-move m and ~s  m  m0 is a
legal position of A then ~s  m  m0 2  .
An O-strategy is de ned analogously. However we are more often interested in
P-strategies whi h we will usually just refer to as strategies.
For a general arena A = hA1 ; : : : ; Ani a P-strategy is an n-tuple of P-strategies,
one for ea h tree (and we refer to these n P-strategies as the omponent strategies). However, an O-strategy is just a single O-strategy on one of the trees,
together with information whi h sele ts that tree. This di eren e is in view of
remark 9.
The property of determina y means that, given any legal position after whi h
it is Proponent's turn to play (i.e. the last move was made by Opponent),
either Proponent may not make a reply or their move is uniquely determined.
Contingent Completeness means that all of Opponent's possible next moves
are part of the strategy (although this is not to say that Proponent need reply
to them).

Remark 18 The standard de nitions of strategy ([9,17,15℄) do not need to
onsider multiple-tree arenas as a spe ial ase, sin e usually the initial moves
of the trees an be referred to under distin t names. A P-strategy is then just
a pre x- losed set of legal positions, subje t to the rules above, whi h must
also ontain every initial move of the arena (and an O-strategy is the same
ex ept that it ontains at most one initial move of the arena).
However we prefer to keep to the terminology that an initial move is labelled
", and add some spe ial ases to the de nitions to ope with multiple-tree
arenas.

Example 19 The simplest strategy is de ned by the set f"g i.e. the only legal
position in it is ". This is a strategy on any single-tree arena, and is denoted
?. We all this the unde ned strategy or the empty strategy (even though it is
not a tually an empty set).
De nition 20 We an de ne the play of a P-strategy  against an O-strategy
 to be the sequen e of moves generated by them both. By the rules of ontingent ompleteness and determina y,  \  ontains one ( nite or in nite)
hain of legal positions (ordered by pre x as always). The join of this hain is
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the play.
If we have strategies  and  on arenas A ) B and B ) C respe tively then
we an form their omposite strategy  ;  on A ) C . Informally we do this
by identifying O/P-moves of the B omponent of A ) B with P/O-moves
of the B omponent of B ) C , and then hiding all the moves in B . This
is reminis ent of CSP's \parallel omposition" and \hiding" operators. We
des ribe this in formal detail only brie y, as details whi h arry dire tly to
de laration games an be found in [9℄. We rst illustrate the ideas with an
example.

Example 21 Suppose that we have strategies  on A ) B and  on B ) C ,
for single-tree arenas A, B and C . We pi ture a possible omputation of the
rst move of the omposite strategy  ;  below.

m7
A

m2

;

m3

m6

m1
m4

m0
C

m5
B

B

This diagram illustrates the omputation of the rst P-move of the strategy
 ;  . Suppose that the rst move of the strategy  in response to the initial
O-move m0 is the P-move m1 , in the arena B ) C . The way omposition is
omputed, sin e the move m1 o urs in the arena B it is dupli ated as the
O-move m2 in the arena A ) B , where it is the initial O-move seen by the
strategy  . We suppose that  's response to this initial move is the P-move
m3 , whi h is the B - omponent of the arena A ) B . This move is dupli ated
as the O-move m4 in the arena B ) C . The strategy  has now seen the
sequen e hm0 ; m1 ; m4 i (ea h non-initial move was justi ed by the immediately
pre eding move) and we suppose that its response is the P-move m5 , in the
B - omponent of the arena B ) C . This is dupli ated as an O-move in the
arena A ) B . The strategy  has now seen the sequen e hm2 ; m3 ; m6 i (again
ea h non-initial move was justi ed by the immediately pre eding move) and
this time we suppose that its response is the P-move m7 , whi h is in the Aomponent of the arena A ) B . Sin e this move is not in the hidden arena B ,
it is the rst visible move of the omposition after the initial move m0 . Thus
we have al ulated that the strategy  ;  , a strategy on the arena A ) C ,
makes the move m7 , the root of the C - omponent, in response to the initial
move m0 .
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The formal de nitions are as follows.

De nition 22 Suppose we are given two arenas A ) B and B ) C . We say
that ~s is an intera tion sequen e of A, B and C and write ~s 2 ias(A; B; C ) if
the following onditions hold:
(1) ~s is made up of moves from the arenas A, B and C , and ea h move ex ept
the rst is equipped with a justi ation pointer to some previous move;
(2) ~s  (B; C ), the subsequen e of moves in ~s in B or C with the polarity of
moves of B swapped to resemble B ) C , is a legal position of B ) C ;
(3) ~s  (A; B; b), the subsequen e of moves in the A ) B omponent hereditarily justi ed by b with the polarity of moves of A swapped, is a legal
position of A ) B , for all initial B -moves b 2 ~s.
(4) ~s  (A; C ), the subsequen e of all moves in A and C , with the polarity of
moves in A swapped, and with pointers from A to C via B renamed as
pointers dire tly from A to C , is a legal position of A ) C .
For strategies  : A
follows:

) B and  : B ) C

de ne the omposite strategy as

 ;  = f ~s  (A; C ) j ~s 2 ias(A; B; C ) ^
~s  (A; B; b) 2  for all initial B -moves b 2 ~s

^ ~s  (B; C ) 2  g

An essentially straightforward result, although very te hni al in proof, is that
omposition is well-de ned and asso iative. For a proof see [9, 5.1.3℄.

Lemma 23 (1) If  and  are strategies on A ) B and B ) C respe tively
then  ;  is a strategy on A ) C .
(2) If, in addition,  is a strategy on C ) D, then ( ;  );  =  ; ( ; )
Remark 24 For arenas with multiple trees, one must sometimes identify
opies of the same arena in the omposite strategy. For example, if we have
strategies  and  on A ) (B1  B2 ) and (B1  B2 ) ) C respe tively, for
single-tree arenas A, B and C , then the omposition  ;  will look like:

A

B1

A

B2

;

B1

B2

C

and moves made in either opy of A will appear in the single opy of A in the
omposite strategy on A ) C .
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2.3 Inno ent and Re ursive Inno ent Strategies

As we ommented in Se tion 2.1, we suppose that both players only noti e the
\relevant" previous moves when playing their next move. Exa tly whi h moves
were relevant to Proponent was made pre ise in the de nition of P-view, and
we now enfor e the property that Proponent's strategies may only take this
relevant information into a ount.

De nition 25 A P-strategy  on a single-tree arena is inno ent if for oddlength legal positions ~s and ~t and P-moves m,
~s  m 2 

^ ~t 2  ^ p~sq = p~tq =) ~t  m 2  ^ p~s  mq = p~t  mq

i.e. P's next move, and its justi ation, at ea h stage depends only on the
P-view up to that point.
A P-strategy on a multiple-tree arena is inno ent if ea h of its omponents is
inno ent in the above sense.
For more motivation of why inno en e is important see [9, x7.5℄. Put brie y,
inno ent strategies have a ertain amount of extensionality enfor ed on them.
A key result, whi h is te hni ally diÆ ult to prove (for details see [9, x5.3℄) is
that omposition of inno ent strategies is well-de ned:

Lemma 26 If  is an inno ent strategy on A ) B and  an inno ent strategy
on B ) C then  ;  is an inno ent strategy on A ) C .
If we re all the de nition of a strategy, the property of determina y means
that strategies an be thought of as fun tions mapping legal positions ending
in O-moves to Proponent's next move. The rule of ontingent ompleteness
then lls in the rest of the detail, whi h is that positions ending in P-moves
an be followed by any legal O-move.
Furthermore, the property of inno en e means that the move, and its justi ation, made by Proponent depends only on the P-view of the legal position
pre eding it, so if a strategy is onsidered as a fun tion its value depends only
on the P-view of its argument. Re all that by a P-view of an arena A we mean
a justi ed sequen e whi h is the P-view of some legal position of A; then an
inno ent strategy on A ould be represented by a fun tion mapping P-views
of A to justi ed P-moves, i.e. P-moves equipped with a justi ation pointer
ba k into the argument of the fun tion.

De nition 27 For an inno ent strategy on a single-tree arena  we an de ne
the inno ent fun tion of  , written f , whi h is a partial map from P-views
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whi h end in O-moves to justi ed P-moves, by f (p~sq) = m, with a pointer
from m to the move m in ~s, if ~s  m 2  and m is justi ed by m .
We an de ne the inno ent fun tion of an inno ent strategy on a multiple-tree
arena by forming a tuple of the inno ent fun tions of the omponents of the
strategy.
The reader will nd it easy to verify that the empty strategy ? is trivially
inno ent, and that its inno ent fun tion is the everywhere unde ned fun tion.

Remark 28 In order to make this a proper mathemati al fun tion we need
to en ode the pointer of a justi ed P-move. We ould follow the en oding
in Remark 7, then the justi ed P-move is a pair onsisting of a P-move and
a natural number whi h says how many pairs of moves one has to go ba k
from the end of the argument of the inno ent fun tion. Indeed, the presentations given in [9℄ and [17℄ used en odings of justi ed P-moves from the start.
However we prefer to avoid en oding the pointers when typesetting inno ent
fun tions, leaving en odings for Se tion 4.1.
A fun tion onstru ted in this way is alled inno ent and we an formalise
su h fun tions.

De nition 29 We say that f is an inno ent fun tion on a single-tree arena A
if f maps P-views in A with P to move to justi ed P-moves, and the following
onditions hold:
(1) dom(f ) is pre x- losed,
(2) If ~s  m ~t m  m0 2 dom(f ), with m justi ed by m , then f (~s  m ~t) = m,
and m points to the move m ,
(3) If f (~s) = m then m is a hild in the arena A of the move whi h it points
to in ~s.
Obviously, an inno ent fun tion on a multiple-tree arena onsists of a tuple of
inno ent fun tions, one for ea h tree in the arena.
We note that a fun tion with su h domain an only en ode an inno ent strategy. The onditions listed are required to make the fun tion \strategi ", i.e.
the set of legal positions it des ribes are pre x- losed, deterministi and made
up of properly justi ed sequen es of moves. These onditions are suÆ ient to
allow us to onstru t a unique strategy from an inno ent fun tion as follows:

De nition 30 Given an inno ent fun tion f on a single-tree arena A we an
de ne an inno ent strategy f indu tively by:
(1) " 2 f , where " is the initial move of A.
(2) If ~s 2 f , j~sj is even, and ~s  m a legal position of A then ~s  m 2 f
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(3) If ~s 2 f , j~sj is odd, and f (p~sq) is de ned then the sequen e ~s  f (p~sq) is
in f , (where the justi ation pointer from the move f (p~sq) points to the
move in ~s whi h proje ts to the move spe i ed by f in p~sq).
Further, the onstru tion of inno ent strategy from inno ent fun tion and vi e
versa are mutually inverse:

Lemma 31 (1) f(f ) = f
(2) (f ) = 
(3) f  f 0 () f  f 0
(4)    0 () f  f0
In view of this very strong orresponden e between inno ent fun tions on
A and inno ent strategies on A, we use the representations of strategies as
inno ent fun tions and subsets of legal positions inter hangeably. We draw
attention to the di eren e between \the inno ent fun tion" of an inno ent
strategy, and \an inno ent fun tion" on an arena. Ea h of the former must be
one of the latter.
The representation as an inno ent fun tion allows us to de ne the following
properties of strategies leanly.

De nition 32 (1) An inno ent strategy is said to be ompa t if the domain
of de nition of its inno ent fun tion is nite.
(2) We say that an inno ent strategy is re ursive if the inno ent fun tion
representing it is (partial) re ursive, after some en oding of P-views and
justi ed P-moves.
It does not make mu h sense to talk about a re ursive fun tion on a domain
whi h is not at least r.e., and so we only onsider re ursive strategies on r.e.
arenas. This also guarantees that as a set of legal positions a re ursive inno ent
strategy is an r.e. set. Note that the inno ent fun tion representation of an
inno ent strategy an be found e e tively, and vi e versa. Also it is lear that
omposition of strategies is given e e tively. Hen e,

Lemma 33 The omposition of two re ursive inno ent strategies is itself reursive.
The te hnology of inno ent fun tions, and the representation of justi ation
pointers as numbers, allows us to de ne strategies in an intuitive and typographi ally sensible way. (Note: This is not the only reason for their introdu tion!) We give an example of some inno ent strategies to illustrate some of
the re urring themes, to introdu e our notation for inno ent fun tions, and
for use in the next se tion.
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For any single-tree arena A we an de ne the identity strategy on A
whi h an be pi tured as below.

A1

) A,

A2

Both A1 and A2 are opies of the arena A. We write idA for the strategy whi h
plays the P-move h1i in response to the initial move ", and then in response to
any O-move in the omponent A1 (respe tively A2 ) it plays the identi al move
(whi h will be a P-move) in the omponent A2 (respe tively A1 ). Formally,
the inno ent fun tion of idA is:


"

 Æ 
" 1 1a


"


"








Æ 

(a + 1)~s 1a~s 1a~sb

Æ



1a~s (a + 1)~s (a + 1)~sb

7!
7!
7!
7!

Æ
1

Æ
(a + 1)

Æ
(a + 1)~sb

Æ
1a~sb

for any sequen e of numbers ~s whi h is of appropriate parity of length (odd in
the third lause, even in the fourth) and su h that the moves 1a~s, 1a~sb, et .
do a tually exist in the arena A ) A.
We have omitted some justi ation pointers in the inno ent fun tion, but they
an be re onstru ted from the a tion of the fun tion on shorter P-view, so this
is unambiguous.
This is an example of a opy at strategy, in whi h P's response to any noninitial O's move is just to opy it into another tree. To generalise to multipletree arenas we rst look at another example of a opy at strategy, whi h we
will need in order to onstru t the ategories we use.
For an arena A = hA1 ; : : : ; An i and for i = 1; : : : ; n we an de ne the proje tion
strategy on the single-tree arena A ) Ai (shown below), written AAi , as a
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opy at strategy with inno ent fun tion given by:

A1

Ai

   Ai    An


"

 Æ 
" i ia





"


"







Æ 

(a + n)~s ia~s ia~sb

Æ



ia~s (a + n)~s (a + n)~sb

7!
7!
7!
7!

Æ
i

Æ
(a + n)

Æ
(a + n)~sb

Æ
ia~sb

Here ~s ranges over sequen es of appropriate parity, a and b over positive natural numbers.
Then the identity strategy on any arena A is
idA = hAA ; : : : ; AAn i
1

The reader is invited to verify that identities and proje tions work as expe ted.
2.4 Categories of Inno ent Strategies

In this se tion we show that arenas and inno ent strategies form a ategory,
whi h is artesian losed. We also make the orresponding de nition when we
restri t our attention to re ursive inno ent strategies.

De nition 34 The Category of Arenas and Inno ent Strategies, A , is de ned
as follows:
(1) Obje ts are arenas;
(2) Morphisms f : A ! B are inno ent strategies on the fun tion spa e arena
A ) B;
(3) Composition of morphisms is omposition as strategies;
(4) The identity morphism on A is the opy at strategy idA .
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Lemmas 23, 26 and the properties of identities show that A is indeed a ategory.

Theorem 35

A

is artesian losed.

PROOF. We de ne produ ts and exponentials as follows:
(1) The terminal obje t 1 is the arena E (de ned in Example 3, the arena
onsisting of no trees);
(2) The produ t of A and B is the produ t arena A  B ;
(3) Proje tions are opy at strategies. If A = hA1 ; : : : ; Am i and B = hB1 ; : : : ;
Bn i then de ne

AAB : (A  B ) ! A = hAhAi ;:::;Am ;B ;:::;Bn i ji 2 f1; : : : ; mgi
BAB : (A  B ) ! B = hBhAi ;:::;Am ;B ;:::;Bn i ji 2 f1; : : : ; ngi
1

1

1

1

(4) The exponential obje t (A ) B ) is the fun tion spa e arena A ) B ;
(5) Note that the arenas (A ) B )  A ) B and (A ) B ) ) (A ) B ) are
identi al. Take the evaluation morphism evalA;B : (A ) B )  A ! B to
be the same strategy as idA)B : (A ) B ) ! (A ) B ).
We draw attention to the distin tion between idA)B and evalA;B as morphisms. They are given by the same strategy, but have di erent domains and
odomains and hen e are di erent morphisms.
It is lear that for any arena A the arena A ) 1 is the empty arena E and
hen e that there is a unique morphism !A : A ) 1, the \empty" strategy ?
de ned in Example 19. Note that 1 ) A = A.
To show that A is artesian we need that for arenas A, B , C and morphisms
 : A ) B and  : A ) C we have a unique morphism h;  i su h that
h;  i ; BBC =  and h;  i ; CBC =  . Given the above onditions and the
properties of the strategies  we an easily show that the morphism

h;  i : A ! (B  C ) =   
works as required (re all that  and  will be tuples of strategies on single-tree
arenas | the operation  is simply on atenation).
To show artesian losure we need that for ea h f : A  B ! C there is a
unique (f ) : A ! (B ) C ) su h that f = ((f )idB ); evalB;C . Note that the
arenas (A  B ) ) C and A ) (B ) C ) are identi al. Sin e evalB;C = idB)C ,
as strategies, it is easy to he k that taking (f ) as the same strategy as f is
su h a unique morphism. 2
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De nition 36 The Category of Arenas and Re ursive Inno ent Strategies,
A REC , is the sub ategory of A with obje ts restri ted to r.e. arenas and morphisms restri ted to re ursive inno ent strategies.
Lemma 33, and the trivial observation that identity and proje tion strategies
are re ursive, show that A REC is also a artesian losed ategory with the same
artesian losed stru ture as A .

3 The -Algebras D and

DREC

In this se tion we use the fa t that A and A REC are artesian losed ategories
to onstru t the models D and DREC . We show that they are  -algebras and
that they are sensible (all unsolvable terms are equated).
3.1 -Algebras from A and A REC

The rst model of the untyped - al ulus was given by S ott in 1969 and a
variety of other models followed in the 1970's. It was not until rather later
that the general idea of what a model of the - al ulus should be took shape.
We onsider that a model of the - al ulus must be a -algebra, a ombinatory
algebra whi h also satis es every equation provable in the - al ulus (i.e. the
formal theory  ). If in addition all equations provable in the  - al ulus
(the formal theory   ) are satis ed, we all it a  -algebra. We des ribe
a -algebra by a tuple hA; ; [ ℄ i where A is a ombinatory algebra with
appli ation operation , and for ea h valuation , [ ℄  is a map from -terms
to elements of A. For a pre ise de nition, the reader is referred to [3, x5.2℄.
S ott showed how -algebras arise in artesian losed ategories, as follows.
For any ategory we say that an obje t R is re exive if there are morphisms
Fun : R ! (R ) R) and Gr : (R ) R) ! R satisfying Gr; Fun = idR)R . In
this ase we say that R ) R is a retra t of R, and that Fun and Gr are the
retra tion morphisms. A CCC C with re exive obje t R, together with the
retra tion morphisms Fun and Gr, de ne a -algebra.
First, some notation: we write B n for the n-fold produ t (   ((B  B ) 
B )   )  B , with the intention that B 0 = 1. Given f1 ; : : : ; fn : A ! B
we de ne the n-tuple hf1 ; : : : ; fn i : A ! B n by hi = !A , hf1 ; : : : fr+1 i =
hhf1; : : : ; fr i; fr+1i. Then if  = hx1 ; : : : ; xni, write xi for the obvious proje 22

tion onto the ith omponent. Then de ne a -algebra hA; ; [ ℄

i as follows.

(1) A is the homset HomC (1; R).
(2) For any obje t A with f; g : A ! R de ne f  g = hf ; Fun; g i; evalR;R . In
parti ular this de nes a binary operation on A.
(3) If fx1 ; : : : ; xn g  FV(s) de ne indu tively the morphism [ s℄  : Rn ! R,
where  = hx1 ; : : : xn i, as follows:
[ x℄  = x ;
[ st℄  = [ s℄   [ t℄  ;
[ x:s℄  = ([[s℄ x ); Gr:
In the last lause we may assume that x does not appear in  (by renaming if ne essary).
(4) If  is a valuation mapping variables to elements of A, and  is as above,
de ne the morphism  : 1 ! Rn by  = h(x1 ); : : : ; (xn )i. Then set
[ s℄  =  ; [ s℄  :
The following result, along with a proof, an be found for example in [3, x5.5℄.

Proposition 37 With the above onstru tion hA; ; [ ℄ i is a -algebra. We
denote this model M(C ; R; Fun; Gr). This is a  -algebra if and only if the
retra tion morphisms are iso (i.e. Fun; Gr = idR ).
In fa t, every -algebra an be obtained in this way, from some CCC with a
re exive obje t.
Re all that the arena U , the \maximal" single-tree arena de ned in Example 3,
is given in sequen e-subset form by hN  i. Observe that, as arenas, U = U ) U ,
so that the strategy idU de nes both the morphisms Fun : U ! (U ) U ) and
Gr : (U ) U ) ! U , and these morphisms satisfy Gr; Fun = idU )U and
Fun; Gr = idU . Also U is r.e., and Fun and Gr are re ursive strategies, so U
is a re exive obje t of both A and A REC , for whi h the retra tion maps form
an isomorphism.

De nition 38 We write D for the  -algebra M(A ; U; Fun; Gr), and
for the  -algebra M(A REC ; U; Fun; Gr).

DREC

The only di eren e between D and DREC is the ambient ategories from whi h
they arose, and there is no di eren e in the strategies used for identities,
proje tions and retra tions in those ategories. Thus the interpreting fun tion
[ ℄ is the same in both D and DREC , so we write [ s℄ for the strategy whi h
denotes the term s in either.
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For future use we lift the notion of appli ation in
strategies on U :

D and DREC

dire tly to

De nition 39 For inno ent strategies  and  on U n ) U (for any n 2 N 0 )
we write    for h ; Fun;  i; evalU;U .
Thus for terms s and t, not ne essarily losed, [ st℄  = [ s℄   [ t℄  .
Sin e some later results will require a fairly deli ate analysis of appli ation as
strategies, we investigate what happens. Firstly note that sin e the morphism
Fun is given by the strategy idU it does not a e t the moves of the strategy
 . The arenas of the outer omposition are shown below, with ea h subtree
being a opy of the arena U :

U1



U3

;

A
 played

 played

U1

U2

U3

U4

f

f

f

A

U2

f

f



eval played on this tree

The omposition identi es moves made in the U arenas marked U1 , U2 and
U3 and all are hidden, with the moves being made in U4 visible. All the little
trees labelled A | whi h represent the free variables in  and  , so we ould
all them ontext subtrees | are merged into one set of visible trees (as in
Remark 24).
The strategy eval plays in response to the initial move, the root of U4 , the
rst move the root of the tree U2 . Thereafter moves played in the tree U2 are
opied a ross into U4 and vi e-versa. Similarly moves are opied between U1
and U3 . That is, the omposition rst plays a ross into the root node of the
tree U1 ) U2 , on whi h  is played. Moves made by this strategy  in the tree
U2 are visible, and moves made in the tree U1 are opied a ross and played
against by  .
Thus the net e e t is that    is the strategy whose visible moves are those
of  in all ex ept the leftmost non- ontext subtree, in whi h moves are played
and hidden with  playing as the opponent.
Note that when there are no free variables, and hen e no ontext subtrees,
this is exa tly the same as the strategy  ;  .
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3.2 Properties of D and DREC

We now examine the properties of the -algebras we have de ned. We are able
to show that they are sensible (i.e. the equational theory indu ed by the models
is a sensible -theory), but in other respe ts there are rather unsatisfa tory.
A standard method to show that a model is sensible is to use an approximation
on the elements of the model. The approximation we will use is based on the
approximation of arenas whi h then indu es an approximation on strategies.

De nition 40 If  is an inno ent strategy on an arena A and B is a subarena of A we de ne  kB : ~v ! m, with m justi ed by a move m in ~v , if
 : ~v ! m with m justi ed by the same move m in ~v , and all of the moves
in ~v and m are in the sub-arena B .
Here we are onsidering  as an inno ent fun tion (and the justi ation pointers of the P-view ~v and the move m do not make any di eren e as to whether
 kB : ~v ! m).

Note that  kB is still a strategy on the arena A, but is unde ned at
some P-views. An alternative de nition is to onsider the strategies as subsets
of legal positions, then  kB = ( \ f~s j ~s is a legal position of B g)+, if S +
means the losure of the set S of legal positions under the rule of ontingent
ompleteness.
The intuition behind this is that parts of the arena A other than B are \out of
bounds" and  kB will neither play there nor respond to moves played there,
but will otherwise behave as  .

Lemma 41 If  : A ) B , A0 is a sub-arena of A and B 0 is a sub-arena of B
then
 kA)B0 =  ; B0
 kA0 )B = A0 ; 
where A0 : A ! A and B0 : B ! B are the obvious subsets of the identity
strategies on A and B respe tively.

PROOF. A straightforward modi ation of the proof that idA ;  =  =
 ; idB 2
Corollary 42 If  : A

) B;  : B ) C , B 0 is a sub-arena of B and C 0 a
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sub-arena of C then

( kA)B0 ) ;  =  ; ( kB0 )C )
 ; ( kB)C 0 ) = ( ;  )kA)C 0
With this de nition of \restri tion" we introdu e arenas whi h approximate
the arena U , and an indu ed approximation on inno ent strategies over U .

De nition 43 (1) U0 = M; the \minimal" single-tree arena de ned in Example 3,
(2) Un+1 = Un ) Un ;
(3) If  is an inno ent strategy on U then n =  kUn :
This parti ular de nition of Un has the following key property:

Lemma 44 evalU;U k(Un U ))U = evalU;U k(U Un ))Un
+1

PROOF. As strategies we know that evalU;U and idU )U are identi al. Further, from lemma 41 it is lear that for any sub-arena A0 of A we have
idA kA0 )A = idA kA)A0 . Hen e taking A0 = Un ) Un and A = (U ) U ) = U
we have that, as strategies
evalU;U k(Un U ))U = idU )U k(Un )Un ))(U )U )
= idU )U k(U )U ))(Un )Un )
= idU )U k((U )U )Un ))Un
2
= evalU;U k(U Un ))Un
+1

Thus n satis es these properties, whi h we need for an approximation:

Lemma 45 For ;  : 1 ! U in A (i.e. elements of the models D or DREC ),

(ii)
0
(iii) (m )n
(iv) n+1  
(i)

S

= n2! n ;
= ?;
= min(m;n) ;
= (  n )n :

PROOF. (i){(iii) follow immediately from the de nition. For (iv) use
Lemma 44. 2
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Theorem 46 The -algebras D and DREC are sensible. Any term s is unsolvable if and only if [ s℄ = ?.
PROOF. This now follows a standard argument, whi h we do not reprodu e
in entirety. The full details of this fa t for the model D1 an be found in [3,
x19.2℄, and uses only properties of D1 whi h we have proved for D and DREC.
The argument uses the te hnique of labelled -redu tion introdu ed by Hyland
in [8℄ and Wadsworth in [19℄. The properties of the approximation are used to
show that labelled redu tion is monotone in the model, and hen e that labelled
-normal forms are maximal. This gives rise to an approximation theorem |
in the model any term is the union of its approximate normal forms (introdu ed
by Wadsworth in [18℄). Finally, it is simple to show that the only approximate
normal forms of unsolvable terms have denotation ?. 2
In addition to being sensible, there are other desirable properties of models
whi h we might aim for:

De nition 47 Let M = hA; ; [ ℄
(1)

i be a -algebra.

M is a -model if it is weakly extensional, that is,
(8a 2 A: [ s℄ (x:=a) = [ t℄ (x:=a) ) =) [ x:s℄  = [ x:t℄  :
(The prin iple is that, after interpretation, (8x:s = t) =) x:s

x:t.) 1
(2) M is extensional if for all a and b in A,

=

(8x 2 A: a  x = b  x) =) a = b:
(3)

M is universal if every element of A is the denotation of some term, that
is,

8a 2 A: 9s 2 0: [ s℄ = a:
Note that for any fun tion on the elements of a -algebra, say f (x1 ; : : : ; xn ),
there is an element of the -algebra representing that fun tion, in this ase
[ x1 : : : xn :f ℄ . The prin iple of weak extensionality ensures that this element
is unique. Furthermore, the -models have a pleasing ategori al stru ture.

M

1

Re all that every -algebra arises as (C ; R; Fun; Gr) as des ribed in Se tion 3.1,
where C is a CCC with an obje t R whi h is re exive, via the retra tion morphisms
Fun and Gr. The -algebra (C ; R; Fun; Gr) is a -model if and only if the obje t
R has enough points (i.e. f; g : R
R: ( r : 1
R: r ; f = r ; g ) = f = g ).

8

M

!

8
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)

An extensional model has the property that every element is determined by
its appli ative behaviour | this is what one might expe t in a \fun tional"
setting. However, the - al ulus itself does not have this property, sin e Iab =
ab = 1ab for all terms a; b, but I 6= 1. However, if  - onversion is in luded the
al ulus will have this property (for example I = 1 in the  - al ulus).
A universal model is a very powerful stru ture, as one an be sure of a 1-1
orresponden e between the elements of the model and the equivalen e lasses
of the terms of the - al ulus modulo whatever theory the model imposes. In
parti ular, one might hope to a omplish existen e proofs for the - al ulus
by working on the model. A universal model ould even be onsidered an
alternative presentation of the - al ulus, with respe t to some -theory.
However, the models D and DREC do not enjoy any of these properties.

Theorem 48 D and DREC are not universal, not extensional and not even
weakly extensional (thus they are not -models).
PROOF. Re all that ? is the \empty" inno ent strategy with everywhere
unde ned inno ent fun tion. De ne the strategy ?0 on the arena U by the
following inno ent fun tion:


"
That is, ?0 is the set f"; "  1g

7!

Æ
1

[ f"  1  n j n 2 N g

We may onsider ? and ?0 as de ning morphisms 1 ! U , and so as elements
of the models D and DREC . Certainly we have ? 6= ?0 . However, the fa t that
neither ? nor ?0 ever moves outside the rst subtree means that they annot
make moves that are visible in the omposition whi h arises in appli ation.
Hen e for all strategies  : 1 ! U ,

?   = ?0   = ?:
Hen e D and DREC are not extensional.
Now it is a standard result that any -algebra is extensional if and only if it
is weakly extensional and a  -algebra. For a proof see, for example, [3, x5.2℄.
Sin e D and DREC are  -algebras but are not extensional, they annot be
weakly extensional either.
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We show that ?0 is not the denotation of any term as follows: Suppose there is
a term s su h that [ s℄ = ?0 . We have shown that [ s℄   = ? for all strategies
 : 1 ! U , so [ st℄ = ? for all terms t. Hen e st is unsolvable for all t, so s is
unsolvable and hen e [ s℄ = ?. 2
Finding an improved version of these models is the subje t of the next se tions.

4 E onomi al Form and Exa t Corresponden e
Our aim in this se tion is to gain more information on the strategies whi h
denote terms of the - al ulus in the models D and DREC .
To do so we rst present an e onomi al way to en ode strategies. We then re all
the de nition of the Nakajima tree of a term, an in nitary syntax tree deriving
from the Bohm tree after in nite  -expansion. We give a representation of
Nakajima trees whi h is variable-free (i.e. all bound variables are repla ed
by syntax-free en oded \pointers", whi h an be seen as two-dimensional de
Bruijn indi es). The powerful result linking strategies and Nakajima trees,
whi h we all an Exa t Corresponden e Theorem, is that the denotation of
a term, in the new e onomi al representation, is pre isely the same as the
labelling fun tion of the variable-free Nakajima tree of that term. This allows
us to examine the lo al stru ture of the models D and DREC in more detail
than we were able to in the previous hapter, and show that they indu e the
equational theory H .
4.1 Inno ent Strategies in E onomi al Form

Re all the representation of inno ent strategies as inno ent fun tions, mapping
P-views to justi ed P-moves. We may en ode any arena as a subset of N  , so
that a P-view is a (justi ed) sequen e of elements of N  , and also en ode the
justi ation pointer as a member of N 0 by ounting the number of pairs of
moves it points ba kwards over, as in Remarks 7 and 28.
There are three properties whi h allow for a more ompa t representation of
an inno ent strategy:
(1) We know that the domain of an inno ent fun tion is made up of P-views.
Lemma 13 shows that ea h non-initial O-move in any P-view must be a
hild of the previous move, and the initial move must be ".
(2) The onditions on an inno ent fun tion mean that, for a P-view whi h
is in the domain of the fun tion, given only the O-moves in this P-view
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and the value of the inno ent fun tion on stri tly shorter P-views we an
re onstru t the P-view entirely.
(3) The ondition of Justi ation on well-formed sequen es means that the
P-move to whi h this P-view is mapped must be a hild of the move
whi h it is justi ed by.
In view of these redundan ies, we en ode inno ent strategies over any singletree arena as (partial) maps from N  to N  N 0 . We all this en oding the
e onomi al form of  and sometimes write it e (but usually we abuse notation
and write it f too). It is de ned as follows:

e : hv1 ; : : : ; vn i 7! (i; p) i
f :

 Æ  Æ 

" ~s1 ~s1 v1 ~s2 ~s2 v2



Æ



~sn p ~sn pvn


p

Æ 
~sn ~sn vn

7!

Æ
~sn pvn p i

(We set p = n when the resulting move in the lause of f is a hild of the
initial move, intending \~s0 v0 " to mean the sequen e h"i.)
Justi ation pointers in the P-view an be dedu ed from the behaviour of f
on shorter P-views, and so have been omitted. The sequen es ~si are sequen es
of natural numbers en oding moves in the way we use for sequen e-subset
form of arenas. By the move \~si vi " we mean the move whi h en oded by the
sequen e ~si  vi , whi h by de nition is the vith hild of the move oded by ~si .
Furthermore, we an expand any partial fun tion f : N  * N  N 0 whi h
has pre x- losed domain and satis es f (~v) = (i; p) =) 0  p  j~v j into an
inno ent strategy on U . Depending on the fun tion, we might not need the
whole of U to ontain the strategy.
A strategy on a multiple-tree arena will be en oded as a tuple of su h fun tions,
one for ea h omponent. In pra ti e we will only be interested in using this
en oding for the arena U .

Example 49 Re all that the following is the inno ent fun tion of the opy at
strategy idU :



 7! Æ


 Æ  7! Æ
"

" 1 1a

1

(a+1)


  

  
"
"

Æ

(a+1)~s 1a~s

Æ



7!



7!

1a~sb

1a~s (a+1)~s (a+1)~sb


Æ

Æ

(a+1)~sb
1a~sb

Here ~s range over sequen es of appropriate parity, a and b over positive natural
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numbers. The reader is invited to he k that the e onomi al form of this
strategy is given by: " 7! (1; 0); i 7! (i + 1; 1) and for nonempty sequen es ~v ,
~v i 7! (i; 1).
4.2 Nakajima Trees and Variable-Free Form

The following presentation of terms as trees was rst proposed by Nakajima
in [16℄. The prin iple that a term of the untyped - al ulus may be applied
to any number of other terms suggests that, for example, the term I = x:x
might be better expanded in nitely many times by the rule  , and represented
by the pseudo-syntax xz0 z1 z2 : : :  xz0 z1 z2 : : :. The large dot  is used to make
lear the \end" of the in nite hain of abstra tions and the start of the in nite
hain of appli ations in the term. Combining this idea into a presentation of
terms in the style of Bohm trees leads to the following de nition.

De nition 50 Let  be the set fx1 x2 : : :  y j x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; y variablesg.
For a -term s the Nakajima tree of s, written NT(s), is the ountably bran hing, ountably deep partially -labelled tree de ned indu tively as follows.
NT(s) =
NT(s) =

?

if s is unsolvable
x1 : : : xn z0 z1 : : :  y if s has hnf x1 : : : xn :ys1 : : : sm

NT(s1 )    NT(sm ) NT(z0 ) NT(z1 )   
where z0 ; z1 ; : : : are ountably many fresh variables.
A formalization of the pro ess of nding fresh variables at ea h stage is given
in [16℄.
In order to work modulo - onversion, we would like to follow de Bruijn (as
in [6℄) and onstru t a variable-free representation of Nakajima trees. We know
that ea h node whi h has a label has one of the form x1 x2 : : :  y and always
has ountably many hildren, so all we need to en ode are the head variables
at ea h node. Assuming that the term whose Nakajima tree we are en oding
is losed, ea h head variable is an instan e of an abstra tion from one of its
an estors in the tree. We thus en ode ea h labelled node's head variable as a
pair, the se ond omponent of whi h ounts how many levels up the tree we
go to nd the abstra tion whi h introdu ed this head variable, and the rst
omponent ounts how far along the in nite hain of abstra tions this variable
appears.
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Example 51 We illustrate with an example. The term x:x (y:yx) has
Nakajima tree of whi h the following is a part (some subtrees are missing):

xz1 z2 : : :  x

?
:::x

yu1u2 : : :  y
 : : :  u1

 : : :  z1

 : : :  u2

 : : :  z2





The node labelled  : : :  z1 should be en oded as the pair (2; 1) orresponding
to the fa t that we go up one level of the tree and take the se ond abstra ted
variable to get z1 . Similarly the node in the lowest pi tured level labelled
 : : :  x should be en oded (1; 2).
A pre ise de nition of this en oding is tri ky, be ause we have to deal with free
variables, of whi h there are ountably many in Nakajima trees. The following
de nition is quite te hni al, and we have to do a bit of work to show that this
de nition mat hes up with the informal notion just des ribed, but this form
is useful for the hara terisation proof whi h follows.

De nition 52 For a partially (N  N 0 )-labelled tree p the tree fpg is the
same tree labelled identi ally, ex ept that nodes at depth d labelled (i; d + 1)
are relabelled (i; d + 2).
Similarly the tree fpgn , for n 2 N 0 , is labelled identi ally ex ept for nodes of
depth d as follows:
(1) those labelled (i; d) are relabelled (i + n; d);
(2) those labelled (i; d + 1) for i  n are relabelled (n i + 1; d);
(3) those labelled (i; d + 1) for i > n are relabelled (i n; d + 1).
For a term s with free variables within  the variable-free form of the Nakajima
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tree of s, VFF (s), is the following partially (N

 N 0 )-labelled tree:

VFF (s) = ?;
for unsolvable s.
VFF (x1 : : : xn  s) = fVFFhx ;:::;xni (s)gn ;
if s is of the form vj s1 : : : sm .
VFF (vj s1 : : : sm ) =
(j; 1)
1

fVFF(s1)g    fVFF(sm )g

CC (1) CC (2)   
where  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i (note the reverse order).

Here CC (i) is the in nite tree de ned by

CC (i) =

(i; 1)

CC (2)

CC (1)

CC (3)



One should think of  as a ontext for the tree | when the pointer for a
variable goes up one beyond the root of the tree, it referen es the ontext.
The operation f gn orresponds to looking up to see whi h variables lie in
the last n of the ontext and adjoining them to the left of the tree (in reverse
order, for te hni al reasons). The operation f g passes referen es to the
ontext further up the tree.
We note here that for any tree p, fpg0 = p and ffpgm gn = fpgm+n .

Lemma 53 This de nition oin ides with the informal notion of variable-free
form des ribed earlier. Formally, suppose that s is a term with free variables
within all o urring in the sequen e  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i. Constru t the Nakajima
tree of s, and rename all the bound variables so that if ~a 2 N  is the sequen e
identifying a node of the Nakajima tree then the abstra ted variables at that
node are renamed to x~a1 ; x~a2 ; : : : (in that order). Let this renamed Nakajima tree
have labelling fun tion A, and onsider VFF (s) also as a labelling fun tion.
Then for any sequen e ~a = ha1 ; : : : ; ap i there are three possibilities for A(~a):
(1) If ~a 2= dom(A) then VFF (s) is unlabelled or unde ned at ~a,
(2) If A(~a) = x~a1 x~a2 : : :  vj then VFF (s)(~a) = (j; p + 1),
(3) If A(~a) = x~a1 x~a2 : : :  xjha ;:::;ap r i then VFF (s)(~a) = (j; r).
1
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PROOF. By indu tion on p (the length of ~a), for all terms s and sequen es
 (whi h ontain all the free variables of s) simultaneously. Throughout this
proof we use as a synta ti abbreviation for   hx1 ; : : : ; xn i.
Base Case: There are three ases:
(1) If s is unsolvable then " 2= A and VFF (s) is unlabelled at the root.
(2) If s has hnf x1 : : : xn :vj s1 : : : sm
then A(") = x"1 x"2 : : :  vj and VFF (vj s1 : : : sm )(") = (j + n; 1)
hen e VFF (s)(") = fVFF (vj s1 : : : sm )gn(") = (j; 1).
(3) If s has hnf x1 : : : xn :xj s1 : : : sm
then A(") = x"1 x"2 : : :  x"j and VFF (xj s1 : : : sm )(") = (n j + 1; 1)
hen e VFF (s)(") = fVFF (vj s1 : : : sm )gn(") = (j; 0).
In ea h ase the result holds.

Indu tive Step: We assume that the result holds for all terms s, sequen es
 whi h ontain all the free variables of s, and sequen es ~a of length up to
and in luding l.
Take a parti ular term s and sequen e  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i ontaining all the
free variables of s. If s is unsolvable then the result is trivial as in (i) above.
Otherwise, suppose that s has hnf x1 : : : xn :ys1 : : : sm for some variable y
(whi h as above will be either xj or vj , it will make no di eren e whi h).
Take any sequen e ~a = ha1 ; : : : ; ap i for p  l, and any i 2 N 0 . We show that
the result holds for the sequen e i  ~a (and we already know it holds for the
sequen e ") whi h will establish the indu tive step as required.
Suppose that we take the Nakajima tree of the term si , and renamed bound
variables so that the ith abstra ted variable at the node en oded by ~v is renamed to yi~v . Let the labelling fun tion of this tree be B . We know that the
free variables of this tree are ontained within , and we will be applying the
indu tion hypothesis to B . The de nition of Nakajima tree des ribes how the
labels of B are related to those of A.
There are six ases:
(1) i  m and i  ~a 2= dom(A).
Then ~a 2= dom(B ), so by the indu tion hypothesis VFF (si ) is unlabelled
or unde ned at ~a, and hen e VFF (s) is unlabelled or unde ned at i  ~a.
(2) i  m and A(i  ~a) = x1i~a : : :  vj .
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Then B (~a) = y~1a : : :  vj so by the indu tion hypothesis
VFF (si )(~a) = (j + n; p + 1)
hen e
fVFF (si)g(~a) = (j + n; p + 2)
hen e VFF (ys1 : : : sm )(i  ~a) = (j + n; p + 2)
hen e
VFF (s)(i  ~a) = (j; p + 2):
(3) i  m and A(i  ~a) = x1i~a : : :  x"j .
Then B (~a) = y~1a : : :  xj so by the indu tion hypothesis
VFF (si )(~a) = (n j + 1; p + 1)
hen e
fVFF (si)g(~a) = (n j + 1; p + 2)
hen e VFF (ys1 : : : sm )(i  ~a) = (n j + 1; p + 2)
hen e
VFF (s)(i  ~a) = (j; p + 1):
(4) i  m and A(i  ~a) = x1i~a : : :  xjhi;a ;:::;an r i .
Then B (~a) = y~1a : : :  yjha ;:::;an r i so by the indu tion hypothesis
1

1

VFF (si )(~a) = (j; r)
hen e
fVFF (si)g(~a) = (j; r)
hen e VFF (ys1 : : : sm )(i  ~a) = (j; r)
hen e
VFF (s)(i  ~a) = (j; r):
(5) i > m and ~a = ".
Then by the de nition of Nakajima tree, A(i) = xi1 : : :  x"i
other hand,

m+n .

On the

VFF (ys1 : : : sm )(i) = (i m; 1)
so that VFF (s)(i) = fVFF (ys1 : : : sm )gn(i) = (i m + n; 1):
(6) i > m and ~a = ~b  j for some j 2 N 0 .
Then by the de nition of Nakajima tree, A(i  ~a) = x1i~a : : :  xji~b . On the
other hand,
VFF (ys1 : : : sm )(i  ~a) = (j; 1)
so that
VFF (s)(i  ~a) = (j; 1):
We see that the result holds in ea h ase.
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Remark 54 The onstru tion of VFF(s) from s, and that of NT(s) from s,
is not a omputable pro edure in the same way the rst de nition of Bohm
tree in [3, x10.1℄ is not. However Lemma 53 does give a re ursive translation
of Nakajima trees into variable-free form, and the latter an be presented
e e tively (as they are in [16℄).
The onne tion between NT(s) and VFF(s), des ribed formally in Lemma 53,
is now illustrated. Take the term s = x:x (y:yx), the Nakajima tree of
whi h is given above in Example 51. Applying the rules for onstru ting the
variable-free form gives a tree of whi h part is:
VFF"(s) =

(1; 0)

?
(1; 2)

(2; 1)

(1; 0)
(2; 1)

(3; 1)

(3; 1)





The reader is invited to ompare this with the Nakajima tree, and he k what
Lemma 53 means at ea h pi tured node.
4.3 Exa t Corresponden e and Lo al Stru ture

The representation of an inno ent strategy des ribed in Se tion 4.1, and that
of Nakajima tree in Se tion 4.2 are now pulled together. In the models D
and DREC the denotation of a term, in e onomi al form, oin ides with the
labelling fun tion of the variable-free form of its Nakajima tree.

Theorem 55 (Exa t Corresponden e Theorem) If s 2  with free variables in  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i then [ s℄  = fVFF (s)gk when the former is onsidered in e onomi al form and the latter as a labelling fun tion.
In parti ular for losed terms s, [ s℄ " = VFF" (s).

PROOF. The proof is long-winded and the interested reader is referred to
Appendix A. 2
Example 56 Referring ba k to the example of the last se tion, this means
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that the e onomi al form of the strategy [ x:x (y:yx)℄℄ is partially given by:

h4i 7! (3; 1)
h2; 1i 7! (1; 2)
h2; 2i 7! (2; 1)
h2; 3i 7! (3; 1):

" 7! (1; 0)
unde ned on h1i
h2i 7! (1; 0)
h3i 7! (2; 1)

The Exa t Corresponden e Result gives us the lo al order stru ture of the
models D and DREC immediately.

Corollary 57 In the models D and DREC , for losed terms s and t:
[ s℄  [ t℄

1
()

NT(s)  NT(t)

2
3
()
D1 j= s  t ()
s  t:

The order  on the model is in lusion of strategies. That on Nakajima trees
is in lusion of labelling fun tion, modulo renaming of bound variables, with
amounts to in lusion of variable-free form. The order  on D1 is the standard
order on the po, and the order  on 0 is given by:

st

()

for all ontexts C [ ℄, C [s℄ solvable implies C [t℄ solvable:

Thus the lo al stru ture of the models
maximal onsistent sensible theory.

D and DREC is the -theory H , the

PROOF. Equivalen e 1 is a trivial onsequen e of the Exa t Corresponden e
Theorem, whi h shows that [ s℄ and NT(s) are essentially the same thing
modulo naming of bound variables.
Equivalen e 2 was proved by Nakajima in [16, 3.5℄.
Equivalen e 3 is Hyland's lo al stru ture theorem for D1 and a proof an
be found in, for example, [3, x19.2℄. The fa t that the lo al stru ture is the
 -theory H follows immediately from this. For a dis ussion of the properties
of H , see [3, x16.2℄. 2

5 EAC Strategies and a Universal Model of H
The reason that D and DREC failed to be universal, or even weakly extensional,
is the existen e of strategies like ?0 de ned in the proof of Theorem 48. This
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strategy has the same appli ative behaviour as ?, and is not the denotation
of any term. If we ould throw out strategies whi h o end in this manner we
would hope to improve the model.
Using a hara terisation of Bohm-like trees whi h are the Bohm trees of some
term, we an restri t our attention to the e e tively almost-everywhere opy at
strategies, and show that they live in a artesian losed ategory whi h gives
rise to a -algebra DEAC . This does turn out to be universal. We then use
the universality property to show that the model is also order-extensional (a
stronger property than extensionality).
5.1 E e tively Almost-Everywhere Copy at Strategies

Now that we have another way to see what the denotations of terms are, we an
translate standard results about de nable Bohm-like trees into information
about the de nable strategies. These will be the e e tively almost-everywhere
opy at strategies, and in this se tion we de ne them and onstru t a artesian
losed ategory A EAC using them.
We rst have to introdu e some notation to refer to subtrees of an arena.

De nition 58 For tree-like A  N  , i.e. those subsets whi h are pre x- losed
and satisfy ~s  n 2 A =) ~s  m 2 A for all m < n, we make the following
de nitions:
(1) If ~s 2 A then A  ~s = f~t j ~s  ~t 2 Ag.
(2) If m 2 N 0 then A>m = f(i m)  ~s j i  ~s 2 A ^ i > mg.
Thus A  ~s is the subtree of A rooted at ~s (as de ned it will still be a tree-like
subset of N  ), and A>m has had the rst m bran hes of A deleted.
We also need a way to de ode the e onomi al form of inno ent fun tions, at
least to see where in the arena a de oded strategy is playing.

De nition 59 If f is the e onomi al form of an inno ent strategy on a singletree arena A and ~v = hv1 ; : : : ; vn i 2 dom(f ) then we de ne a sequen e of moves
hm1 ; : : : ; m2n+2 i as follows:
m1 = "
m2k = m2(k p)
m2k+1 = m2k  vk
By m2(k

p) 1

 i we

1

i

if f : hv1 ; : : : ; vk
for k > 0

1

i 7! (i; p);

mean the move orresponding to that sequen e in the
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sequen e-subset representation of A, i.e. the ith hild of the move m2(k

p) 1 .

We say that the mapping f : ~v 7! (i; p) odes the P-move m2n+2 , be ause by
following the P-strategy di tated by the fun tion this is the move that will be
the one spe i ed by that mapping. We denote the move m2n+2 onstru ted
from ~v and f in this manner by mp f (~v ). We omit the supers ript wherever it
is lear whi h strategy is intended.
Similarly the fa t that ~v 2 dom(f ) means that the O-move m2n+1 is in the
strategy, and for this move we write mo f (~v).
Note that for any inno ent strategy the O-move mo (") is the initial move "
and mp (") is the rst P-move made by the strategy in response.
Now we an make the key de nitions:

De nition 60 Consider an inno ent strategy in e onomi al form f : N 
N  N 0 , over some single-tree arena A.

!

We say that f is everywhere opy at (EC) at ~v 2 N  if f is unde ned at ~v or
the following hold:

(1) The arenas A  mo (~v) and A  mp (~v ) are order-isomorphi (with respe t
to the pre x ordering, onsidered as subsets of N  );
(2) Whenever w~  ~v we have that for all i 2 N su h that the move mo (w~  i)
exists, f (w~  i) = (i; 1);
(3) If f (~v ) = (i; p) then p > 0.

We take the opportunity to illustrate an everywhere opy at strategy. Let us
assume that f is an inno ent strategy in e onomi al form on an arena A, and
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suppose f is de ned at ~v.

mo(~v)
mp(~v)

i
j

i
j

Intuitively we say that f is everywhere opy at at ~v if, from mp (~v ) onwards,
f 's behaviour is simply to play opy at for as long as the arena will allow it.
In the gure, the big triangle represents the arena A; the smaller triangle on
the left represents the subarena A  mo(~v ) and that on the right represents
A  mp (~v ) | note that by ondition (i) the two are assumed to be isomorphi .
Suppose O's response at mp (~v ) is to play its ith hild, then P responds with
the ith hild of mo (~v ). If O at that point plays the j th hild of P's last move,
then P moves over to the other subarena and responds with the j th hild of O's
last move in that subarena, and so on. In the gure, the strategy f 's a tion is
indi ated by the arrows i.e. P's response is always to ip to the other subarena
and opy O's last move there. Condition (i) in the de nition guarantees that
P's opy at move will always be available.
We may view the de nition in light of the orresponden e between inno ent
strategies and Nakajima trees, thanks to the Exa t Corresponden e Theorem,
and here we see that ondition (ii) spe i es that the subtree of the Nakajima
tree orresponding to f , rooted at ~v, has the following shape:

x1 x2 : : :  y
NT(x1 )

NT(x2 )



Condition (iii) of the de nition is a te hni ality, whi h ensures that the variable
y is not one of the xi .

De nition 61 We say that f is almost-everywhere opy at (AC) at ~v if f is
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unde ned at ~v or there exist numbers t~v 2 N 0 and o~v 2 Z with o~v  t~v alled
the opy at threshold and o set respe tively, su h that
(1) The arenas (A  mo (~v))>(t~v o~v ) and (A  mp (~v))>t~v are order-isomorphi ;
(2) For all i > t~v su h that the move mo(~v  i) exists, f (~v  i) = (i o~v ; 1) and
f is everywhere opy at at ~v  i;
(3) For all w~  (~v  k) with k  t~v , if f (w~ ) = (i; jw~ j j~vj) then i  t~v o~v ;
(4) If f (~v ) = (i; 0) then i  t~v o~v .
(Note that f is EC at ~v if and only if f is AC at ~v with t~v = o~v = 0.)
Finally, we say that f is e e tively almost-everywhere opy at (EAC) if f is
re ursive, almost-everywhere opy at at every sequen e on whi h it is de ned,
and the fun tions ~v 7! t~v and ~v 7! o~v are re ursive. A strategy  over a singletree arena A is EAC if its inno ent fun tion is EAC, and a strategy over a
multiple-tree arena is EAC if all of its omponents are EAC.
Suppose P plays a strategy whi h is almost-everywhere opy at at mo (~v ). The
two arenas A  mo (~v) and A  mp (~v) are shown below.
mp (~v)

mo (~v)

11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111

00000000000000000000
tv11111111111111111111
ov
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111

11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
tv
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
11111111111111111111

The idea is that ex ept for nitely many subtrees of the moves in question,
P's behaviour is \everywhere opy at" at mo (~v ) i.e. P simply opies O's move
between two isomorphi subarenas (whi h are shaded in the gure).
Sin e the notion of EAC is only de ned for inno ent strategies, we will sometimes just say \EAC strategy" instead of \EAC inno ent strategy".
For a spe i P-view ~v of su h a fun tion f , we will say that t~v and o~v are
valid opy at threshold and o set if f satis es the onditions (i)-(iv) of AC
at that P-view with those parti ular values. Valid opy at thresholds are not
unique, as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 62 If f : N  ! N  N 0 is an inno ent strategy in e onomi al form,
and f is de ned and AC at some P-view ~v with opy at threshold and o set
t~v and o~v respe tively, then for any t0  t~v , f is also AC at the P-view ~v with
threshold and o set t0 and o~v respe tively. That is, any value larger than a
valid opy at threshold is still a valid threshold for a spe i P-view (with the
same o set).
Thus at ea h P-view of an EAC strategy there will be a least opy at threshold,
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the least value for t~v whi h is still a valid threshold. However, the existen e of a
omputable fun tion giving valid thresholds does not imply the omputability
of the fun tion giving least thresholds.
The following proof is important for what follows, and also serves as an illustration of the de nition of EAC strategies.

Lemma 63 For any arena A = hA1 ; : : : ; An i the strategies AAi are EAC.
Hen e for any arena A the strategy idA is EAC.
PROOF. The inno ent fun tion of AAi is shown in se tion 2.3. The e onomi al form is therefore some subset (depending on the arenas) of the fun tion
f de ned by:
f (") = (i; 0)
f (a) = (a + n; 1)
f (~s  a) = (a; 1) for nonempty ~s
A typi al P-view of a legal position of this strategy might be

 Æ 

Æ



Æ 

Æ

" i ia (a + n) (a + n)b iab iab (a + n)b



Hen e mo(") = "; mp (") = i; for even-length ~s, mo(a  ~s) = (a + n)  ~s and
mp (a  ~s) = i  a  ~s; for odd-length ~s, mo (a  ~s) = i  a  ~s and mp (a  ~s) = (a + n)  ~s.
Now if B = A ) Ai then B  hii = Ai = B >n . Thus this strategy is AC at
" with t" = 0 and o" = n, and in fa t is EC everywhere else. Everything in
sight is omputable and so the strategy is EAC.
The result that identity strategies are EAC follows from their de nition as
tupled proje tion strategies. 2
It remains to show the following:

Lemma 64 If  is an EAC strategy on A ) B and  is an EAC strategy on
B ) C then the omposite strategy  ;  is an EAC strategy on A ) C .
PROOF. We ompose EAC strategies in the standard way (i.e. by \parallel
omposition plus hiding"). The omposite strategy is inno ent and re ursive
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by Lemmas 26 and 33. It remains to give an algorithm that returns a threshold
and an o set, whi h satisfy the four onditions of almost-everywhere opy at
strategies, at every sequen e where the omposite strategy is de ned. The
algorithm and the proof, whi h take some six pages when written out in full,
are very te hni al, and some are is needed in the ase analysis. As this paper
has a sequel [13℄ (an extended abstra t appears as [12℄) in whi h we develop
the idea of almost-everywhere opy at strategies in more depth, to obtain a
universal model for the Bohm tree -theory, it seems to us more sensible to
present the material there as part of a systemati a ount. A full version of
the proof an also be found in the rst author's te hni al report [11℄. 2

De nition 65 The ategory of arenas and EAC strategies, A EAC , has r.e.
arenas as obje ts and EAC strategies on A ) B as morphisms from A to B .
Theorem 66 A EAC is a artesian losed ategory, in fa t a lluf sub ategory 2
of A REC with the same artesian losed stru ture.
PROOF. Certainly A EAC has the same obje ts as A REC , and Lemma 63
shows that the same identity strategies are morphisms of A EAC . Lemma 64
ompletes the proof that it is a ategory.
Lemma 63 also gives that the proje tions for A REC are also in A EAC , and
re all that the evaluation morphism is just given by the identity strategy, so
artesian losure of A EAC follows from that of A REC . 2
5.2 The Model DEAC

The arena U is an obje t of A EAC , as are the morphisms Fun and Gr (sin e
they are spe i ed by the identity strategy on U ). Thus A EAC has the same
re exive obje t as A . This allows us to de ne a new -algebra as follows:

De nition 67 We write DEAC for the -algebra M(A EAC ; U; Fun; Gr).
Sin e the stru ture of A EAC is the same as that of A REC , we know that the
elements of the model are a subset of those of DREC , and the fun tion [ ℄
of DEAC is the same as that of DREC . Hen e,

Theorem 68 DEAC is a  -algebra with lo al stru ture equal to the -theory
H (and lo al order stru ture as des ribed for D in Corollary 57).
2

by a lluf sub ategory of a ategory C we mean a sub ategory of C whi h has the
same lass of obje ts of C . See e.g. [5, 2.3℄.

x
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The aim was that the EAC strategies should be those that orrespond to terms
of the - al ulus. We know that every element of the model D whi h is the
denotation of some term must be EAC, by the above omments. We now show
that the onverse holds.

Lemma 69 Given an EAC inno ent strategy on the arena U with e onomi al
form f there is some losed term s of the - al ulus su h that (as a labelling
fun tion N  * N  N 0 ) VFF" (s) = f .
PROOF. Suppose that the opy at threshold and o set of f at the P-view
oded by ~v are t~v and o~v respe tively.
Let the set X  N  be de ned indu tively by:

"2X
~v 2 X =) 8i: 1  i  t~v =) ~v  i 2 X:
Then X has the following properties:
(1) If ~v = ~u  i with ~u 2 X and ~v 2= X then i > t~u , so f (~v ) = (i o~u ; 1) (by
lause (ii) of the de nition of AC).
(2) If ~v = ~u  i with ~u 2= X then f (~v) = (i; 1) (sin e f must be EC at ~u, so
by lause (ii) of the de nition of EC).
We de ne the labelling fun tion of Bohm-like tree A (by what we all opy at
ollapse) as follows. The domain of A (i.e. the shape of the partially labelled
tree A) is the set X .
For any sequen e ~v = hv1 ; : : : ; vp i 2 X we de ne A(~v ) by:
(1) If ~v 2= dom(f ) then A(~v ) is unde ned (the partially-labelled tree has label
? at this node).
(2) If f (~v ) = (i; r) then A(~v ) = x~v1 : : : x~vn :xihv ;:::;vp r i , where n = t~v o~v .
1

We make use of the hara terisation of those Bohm-like trees whi h are the
Bohm trees of terms, whi h an for instan e be found in [3, 10.1.23℄. This
states that a Bohm-like tree A is the Bohm tree of some term if and only if A
has only nitely many free variables and the labels of A are given re ursively.
Now there are no free variables in the Bohm-like tree A (sin e in the se ond
lause above, if f (hv1 ; : : : ; vp i) = (i; r) then r  p). Sin e the fun tions ~v 7! t~v
and ~v 7! o~v are re ursive, and f is re ursive, and our pro edure for omputing
A(~v ) from these is learly re ursive, A itself must be a re ursive labelling
fun tion. Hen e there is some term s with BT(s) = A.
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Now we prove that VFF" (s) = f , and to examine the former we onsider NT(s)
and use Lemma 53. Now the relationship between the Bohm and Nakajima
trees of a term an be dedu ed fairly easily from the de nition. Suppose that
NT(s) has had bound variables renamed so that the ith abstra ted variable at
the node oded by ~v is x~vi and that this renamed tree has labelling fun tion
B (so that the abstra ted variables at ea h label of A mat h the rst few at
the same label of B ).
Then at any node where A is unlabelled ?, so is NT(s). At a node of the tree
labelled by A of the form

x~v1 : : : x~vn :y
A1

   Am

for some trees A1 ; : : : ; Am , we an dedu e that the tree labelled by B has the
orresponding subtree of the form

x~v1 : : :  y
B1

   Bm

NT(x~vn+1 )

NT(x~vn+2 )



for some trees B1 ; : : : ; Bm .
Now we show by ase analysis on ~v that f (~v) = VFF" (s)(~v ). There are four
ases:
(1) ~v 2 X but ~v 2= dom(f ). In this ase A is unlabelled at the node oded by
~v , so ~v 2= dom(B ), and so by Lemma 53 ~v 2= dom(VFF" (s)).
(2) ~v 2 X and f (~v ) = (i; r). Then we know that A(~v ) = x~v1 : : : x~vn :xihv ;:::;vp r i ,
so B (~v ) = x~v1 : : :  xihv ;:::;vp r i . Hen e, by Lemma 53, VFF"(s)(~v ) = (i; r).
(3) ~v 2= X but ~v = ~u  i with ~u 2 X . Then we know that f (~v) = (i o~u ; 1).
Also we know that A(~u) = x~u1 : : : x~un :y , and has m des endants, for some
variable y and where m = t~u and n = t~u o~u . Therefore by examining
the diagrams omparing nodes of Bohm and Nakajima trees above, we
see that B (~v ) = x~v1 : : :  x~ui m+n . Hen e, by Lemma 53, VFF" (s)(~v ) =
(i m + n; 1) = (i o~u ; 1).
(4) ~v 2= X and ~v = ~u  i with ~u 2= X . Then we know that f (~v) = (i; 1). Also we
know that the node oding ~v is in one of the trees NT(y ) for some variable
y , so B (~v) = x~v1 : : :  x~ui . Hen e, by Lemma 53, VFF" (s)(~v) = (i; 1).
1

1

Hen e in every ase VFF" (s)(~v) = f (~v ).
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2

Combining Lemma 69 with the Exa t Corresponden e Theorem gives that
every member of the homset HomA (1; U ) is the denotation of some term.
Hen e,
EAC

Theorem 70

DEAC forms a universal -algebra.

5.3 Extensionality of DEAC

Finally, we show that the model DEAC is extensional. In fa t we show the
stronger property of order-extensionality. A dire t proof an be given, by
means of a \Separation Lemma" for EAC strategies, but in this work we
give a mu h shorter proof whi h relies on known results of the - al ulus and
the universality of the model.

Theorem 71

DEAC is order-extensional. That is, for all  and  in DEAC,
(8 2 DEAC :       ) ()   :

Hen e DEAC is an extensional  -model.

PROOF. The impli ation ((=) follows from the obvious monotoni ity of .
To show (=)), let ;  be elements of DEAC . Then, by Universality,  = [ s℄
and  = [ t℄ , for some losed terms s and t. Assume that  6  . By the Exa t
Corresponden e Result, NT(s) 6 NT(t), where the ordering on Nakajima trees
is in lusion of the labelling fun tion (modulo renaming of bound variables).
Now we use standard results, ommonly found as part of the proof of Bohm's
Theorem for the - al ulus. We will quote the versions appearing in [3, 10.210.4℄.
The fa t that NT(s) 6 NT(t) means that BT(s) 6 BT(t) for some of
minimal length (see [3, 10.2.21℄ for the de nition of  and [3, 10.2.31℄ for the
proof). Then by [3, 10.3.13, 10.4.1(ii) and 10.3.4℄, there is a sequen e of terms
u1 ; : : : ; un su h that  ` su1 : : : un = I and tu1 : : : un is unsolvable. Hen e
[ s℄  [ u1 ℄      [ un ℄ = [ I ℄
But  is monotone so   [ u1 ℄ 6   [ u1 ℄ .

6 ?= [ t℄  [ u1 ℄      [ un℄ :
2

Remark 72 This proof uses ideas from the standard proof of Bohm's Theorem. If we avoid this, taking the longer route to the proof, using properties of
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EAC strategies and a \Separation Lemma", we an in fa t produ e a semanti
proof of Bohm's Theorem instead. Details an be found in [11℄.

6 Further Work
A Bohm Tree Model

We have de ned an EAC strategy to be one su h that there exists a omputable
fun tion spe ifying opy at threshold and o set, and the strategy obeys some
onstraints determined by this fun tion. We are not saying that every EAC
strategy omes with su h a fun tion spe i ed.
This does make a di eren e be ause if we are just given a strategy, even if
told that it is EAC, we annot e e tively determine any su h fun tion (and
additionally it is not even semi-de idable whether a given inno ent strategy is
EAC). Now in order to turn an EAC strategy into a term we need to know the
opy at thresholds and o sets, and di erent thresholds give rise to di erent
terms (the di eren e is  - onversion).
So we might wish to de ne an expli it EAC strategy, whi h is one whi h omes
with a threshold/o set fun tion. (We note that the o set an be e e tively
and simply re overed if we know the threshold, so we ould miss that out if
we wished). Although EAC strategies ompose, and the proof that they do
so is onstru tive in the sense that given threshold fun tions of the omposed
strategies we have a pro edure for al ulating the threshold fun tion of the result, omposition of expli it EAC strategies presents some te hni al problems.
To make a CCC of su h strategies we need to make some fundamental alterations to the stru ture, in parti ular using di erent obje ts. (One onsequen e
is that there is not an obje t U with U = U ) U , whi h one would hope for
in the light of the omments below). The details of this onstru tion are to
presented in a sequel, [13℄, of whi h an extended abstra t appears as [12℄.
This makes a ner distin tion between strategies, be ause given a threshold
at a P-view of an EAC strategy it is still valid to laim any higher threshold.
In terms of terms this is be ause for any term s [ s℄ = [ x:sx℄ for fresh x.
So two strategies whi h have the same moves may be di erent be ause they
have di erent threshold fun tions, orresponding to di erent  -expansions.
The CCC of expli it EAC strategies will be a -algebra whi h does not validate
 - onversion. It turns out that it has the same lo al stru ture as the Bohm
tree model B, and we an prove a result akin to the Exa t Corresponden e
Theorem, a orresponden e between the standard variable-free form of Bohm
trees and their expli it EAC denotation.
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Questions whi h arise from this are: an we add the opy at threshold information into the moves of the game, re overing a \non-e onomi al" form whi h
would be not quite so lose to a term model. A fairly ontrived way exists,
but maybe it ould be made more natural. Related to this, we note that it is
more e onomi al to remove all the opy at parts of expli it EAC strategies,
sin e they are determined anyway by the threshold and o set. Is there a smart
representation, and does it help with an eÆ ient omposition algorithm?
Finally, is there something else we an do in order to model exa tly the smaller
theory H (the minimal sensible theory)? More understanding of the di eren e
between B and H is needed.
The Extensional Collapse of DREC and In nitary - al ulus

In order to obtain an extensional and universal model, we restri ted the morphisms of A REC dire tly to the EAC strategies, whi h orresponds to a reformulation of the onditions for a Bohm-like tree to ome from a term, after
in nite  -expansion and in the language of strategies. An interesting line of
investigation is whether A EAC , or at least DEAC , an be rea hed by some algebrai onstru tion from A REC .
A standard approa h to getting an extensional game model is to take an extensional ollapse, i.e. quotient by observational equivalen e. If we an de ide
on a good de nition of observational equivalen e for the model D (more difult than usual be ause we don't have a lear input/output behaviour) it
should be the ase that all EAC strategies live in di erent equivalen e lasses.
However there will probably be equivalen e lasses not inhabited by any EAC
strategy | the inno ent strategy orresponding to the term intuitively given
by x1 x2 x3 : : :  x2 x1 x4 x3 x6 x5 x8 x7 : : : will be one. This term is not an unreasonable one for some type of in nitary lambda- al ulus, whi h one might
think of as reasoning about streams of pro esses (whi h themselves a t on
streams of pro esses) or perhaps as a non-terminating pro ess in the language
of - al ulus.
It looks like the EAC ondition is imposing extensionality and an extra \ niteness" ondition whi h is not inherent in inno ent strategies. It would be interesting to nd out exa tly what sort of in nitary language is being modelled
by the extensional ollapse of DREC , and if possible to split the EAC ondition
into two distin t parts (extensionality and niteness) in order to understand
it better.
Nakajima introdu ed a brand of in nite terms when presenting the  -expanded
trees in [16℄. This bears further investigation, although his method (ea h term
is a sequen e of terms whi h approximate it) is based on the D1 model and
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to some extent is looking from the wrong angle.
In nitary lambda- al uli are a topi of urrent resear h interest. In [10℄ Kennaway et al. des ribe a uniform method for onstru ting in nite terms, identifying three independent ways in whi h terms an be in nite (in nite abstra tion,
in nite depth and in nite appli ation). By des ribing 8 metri s on parse trees
for terms and onstru ting the metri ompletions they give al uli with all
possible ombinations of these in nite phenomena. However it looks like the
intuitive in nite al ulus we are after is none of these.
Another approa h is des ribed by Berardu i in [4℄, but the fo us is on in nite
term rewriting and again the set of in nite terms seems not to be what we
want.
John Longley has ommented that the spa e of in reasing sequen es of Bohm
trees might perhaps orrespond to the re ursive inno ent strategies. This ould
be the way to approa h it. The dire tion we would like to pursue is to identify
exa tly what the language we are thinking about is, possibly to nd abstra t
ategori al properties of models of it, and to he k that the extensional ollapse of DREC is a universal, fully abstra t model. This language might have
some interesting features (solvability is not equivalent to the existen e of head
normal forms, for example).

A Proof of the Exa t Corresponden e Theorem
We aim to show: if s 2  with free variables in  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i then [ s℄  =
fVFF(s)gk when the former is onsidered in e onomi al form and the latter
as a labelling fun tion.

The two sides are partial fun tions from N  to N 0  N so we need to show that
for all ~ 2 N  ,
[ s℄  (~ ) = fVFF (s)gk (~ ):
We prove this by indu tion on the length of ~ for all terms s and ontexts
 simultaneously. Noti e that the variables of  are labelled in reverse order
again, this is for onvenien e in the proof and irrelevant to the statement of
the theorem.

Base Case: If s is unsolvable then both sides are the empty fun tion.
If s is solvable, then either the head variable is free or not. Let us rst suppose
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that s = x1 : : : xn :xj s1 : : : sm , and  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i. Then
[ s℄  = |( {z (}([[xj s1 : : : sm ℄ hx ;:::;xn i ); Gr); Gr   ); Gr
n 's
1

but sin e as strategies Gr = idU and (f ) = f we an ignore these for the
purposes of al ulating the denotation (as long as we keep tra k of the domain
and odomain of ea h strategy so we know whi h bits to hide when omposing).
Now,
[ xj s1 : : : sm ℄ hx ;:::;xni = (xjhx ;:::;xn i  [ s1 ℄ hx ;:::;xni )     [ sm ℄ hx ;:::;xn i
1

1

1

1

where ea h term is a map from U n+k to U .
We will examine the nature of these sorts of ompositions in a moment, but at
this stage all we need to note is that the rst P-move in the al ulation of su h a
omposition is the rst P-move of the rst term, whi h is xjhx ;:::;xn i . This has
rst P-move k + j , justi ed by the initial O-move, and so [ s℄  (") = (k + j; 0).
This move is visible in the omposition.
1

On the other hand, VFF (s) = fVFFhx ;:::;xni (xj s1 : : : sm )gn.
Now VFFhx ;:::;xn i (xj s1 : : : sm ) has root node (n j +1; 1), from the de nition
of VFF, and so the same tree operated on by f gn will have root node (j; 0).
Thus fVFF (s)gk (") = (k + j; 0).
1

1

The remaining ase is when s = x1 : : : xn :vj s1 : : : sm and  = hvk ; : : : ; v1 i
and this is entirely similar with both sides mapping " to (k j + 1; 0).

Indu tive Case: Suppose that the result holds for all terms s, all ontexts
 ontaining the free variables of s, for all sequen es ~ up to length l.
Again either s is unsolvable, in whi h ase the result is trivial, or s has hnf
x1 : : : xn :xj s1 : : : sm or x1 : : : xn :vj s1 : : : sm for vj 2 . Again, the last two
ases are similar and we will be able to prove them together.
To do so we will prove the result that [ vj s1 : : : sm ℄  (~ ) = fVFF (vj s1 : : :
sm )(~ )gk for sequen es ~ up to length l+1 and then note that if s = x1 : : : xn :t
(where t has variable at the head) then for ~ up to length l + 1,
[ s℄  (~ ) = [ t℄ ~x (~ )
= fVFF~x(t)gk+n (~ )
= ffVFF~x(t)gn gk (~ )
sin e ffpgm gn = fpgm+n
= fVFF (x1 : : : xn :t)gk (~ )
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whi h implies the required result.
So suppose t = vj s1 : : : sm . Then the indu tion hypothesis gives that [ si ℄  (~ ) =
fVFF(~ )gk for sequen es ~ up to length l. Now,
[ t℄  = (vj  [ s1 ℄  )     [ sm ℄ 
Now we have to take a detailed look at the nature of the above appli ation.
Re all that for s; t : A ! U ,    = h ; Fun;  i; evalU;U and that as a strategy
Fun does nothing.
Let us restri t our attention to the ase m = 1 so that t = vj s0 . The trees we
ompose look like this:


1

k


j+1

X

Y




1

k

X
k

The appli ation onsists of omposing the above pair with the eval strategy,
whi h has the e e t of opying moves made in one X omponent to the other
and hiding both, and allows moves played in the ontext subtrees 1; : : : ; k to
be identi ed and made visible.
Further, we know that on the left-hand tree we are playing the strategy vj
whi h has initial move k j + 1 and thereafter opies moves from the X ) Y
omponent into the k j + 1 ontext omponent.
Now a strategy  = [ s0 ℄  is played on the right-hand tree. The diagram above
shows the rst few moves of the omposition. The omposite strategy makes
an initial move of k j + 1 and then in response to the move (k j + 1)1
opies a ross to the X omponent on the left, then e to the X omponent on
the right. Thereafter any moves played in the X omponent of the right-hand
side are opied over to the left-hand side, and then to the k j +1 omponent.
These moves are visible on the left-hand side.
In summary, moves played by  in X appear in the k j + 1 omponent.
Other moves made by  , i.e. those in the rst k subtrees, appear visible in the
same subtree on the left-hand side.
Now the indu tion hypothesis is that down to depth l of the e onomi al form,
the strategy  is fVFF (s0 )gk . By the de nition of vj the initial move of the
omposition is k j +1 so the root of the e onomi al form tree is (k j +1; 0).
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Let us onsider what the rst subtree of the e onomi al form of this omposition will be, down to depth l of that subtree (depth l + 1 of the whole
tree):
There are two ases to onsider. In the tree VFF (s0 ) any node at depth d
labelled (i; d) will be relabelled by the rst lause of the de nition of f gk
to (i + k; d). These will appear as moves justi ed by the root of the tree and
appearing in the X part of the tree on the right. Nodes with se ond omponent
stri tly less than their depth are una e ted. Then the opy at strategy vj
reprodu es these in the k j + 1 subtree. Hen e the nodes of the e onomi al
form will be pre isely those of VFF (s0 ), at least to depth l.
However there might be also nodes at depth d labelled (i; d + 1) in VFF (s0 ),
but sin e all the free variables of s0 are in  we an be sure that i  k. Hen e
these nodes are mapped by f gk to (k i +1; d). As a strategy these are moves
in the ontext subtrees, and in the omposition they will appear as hildren of
the very rst move, hen e justi ed by a move two before the root of X . Hen e
the e onomi al form will have orresponding label (k i + 1; d + 1).
That ompletes the des ription of the rst subtree of the e onomi al form of
the omposition.
i 1

 i 
1

k

j+1

X

Y




1

k

X
k

If Opponent's response to Proponent's rst move is (k j + 1)i for i > 1 then
this move is opied into the Y omponent on the left-hand side and moves in
response are opied ba k-and-forth between the subtree i of Y and the k j +1
ontext subtree.  is not a tivated, and be ause the left-hand side has the X
omponent hidden, these opied moves appear in the omposition to be from
the k j + 1 subtree to the k + i 1 subtree.
Thus the e onomi al form of the omposition has the following ith subtree, for
i > 1: The root node is labelled (k + i 1; 1) orresponding to the move shown
in the diagram above, and sin e we play opy at thereafter all other moves
are justi ed by the one three beforehand in the P-view, hen e the j th hild of
any node is labelled (j; 1). That is, this subtree is the same as CC (k + i 1).
Re all that VFF (t) =

(j; 1)

fVFF(s0 )g

CC (1)
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CC (2)



Thus fVFF (t)gk =

(k

fVFF(s0 )g

j + 1; 0)

CC (k + 1) CC (k + 2)
where fVFF (s0 )g is the same as VFF (s0 ) ex ept that



(1) nodes at depth d labelled (i; d +1) for i  k are relabelled (k i +1; d +1);
(2) nodes at depth d labelled (i; d + 1) for i > k are relabelled (i k; d + 1).
However sin e all the free variables of s0 are in , we an be sure that the
se ond ase never happens. And that leaves what we have des ribed for the
e onomi al form of the omposition, down to depth l for ea h subtree, i.e.
depth l + 1 for the whole tree.
Finally, we laim that the generalisation for any m learly works in the same
way.
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